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Democratizing Enterprise-Scale Data Using GenAI
Gen AI Market Potential

• McKinsey: $2.6T to $4.4T in value annually across 63 use cases
• Allied Market Research: Gen AI Market to grow from $10.5B in 2022 to $192B by 2032 – 34% CAGR
Figure 1: Hype Cycle for Artificial Intelligence, 2023
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- Plateau will be reached: ○ <2 yrs. □ 2-5 yrs. ▼ 5-10 yrs. △ >10 yrs. ◊ Obsolete before plateau

Gartner
Gen AI & Nephio

• In Nephio’s domain, Kubernetes-based intent-driven network function automation, Gen AI is applicable to:
  • Observability
  • Configuration
  • Predictability
  • Automation

• Gen AI features we would like to see in Nephio
  • Model library
  • Datasets to train and test models
  • Benchmarks to evaluate models and solutions